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SUMMARY
The timing of the placental mammal radiation has been the focus of debate over the efficacy of competing
methods for establishing evolutionary timescales. Molecular clock analyses estimate that placental mam-
mals originated before the Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) mass extinction, anywhere from the Late Creta-
ceous to the Jurassic. However, the absence of definitive fossils of placentals before the K-Pg boundary
is compatible with a post-Cretaceous origin. Nevertheless, lineage divergence must occur before it can be
manifest phenotypically in descendent lineages. This, combinedwith the non-uniformity of the rock and fossil
records, requires the fossil record to be interpreted rather than read literally. To achieve this, we introduce an
extended Bayesian Brownian bridge model that estimates the age of origination and, where applicable,
extinction through a probabilistic interpretation of the fossil record. The model estimates the origination of
placentals in the Late Cretaceous, with ordinal crown groups originating at or after the K-Pg boundary.
The results reduce the plausible interval for placental mammal origination to the younger range of molecular
clock estimates. Our findings support both the Long Fuse and Soft Explosive models of placental mammal
diversification, indicating that the placentals originated shortly prior to the K-Pg mass extinction. The origi-
nation of many modern mammal lineages overlapped with and followed the K-Pg mass extinction.
INTRODUCTION

The timing of the origin of placental mammals (crown eutherian

mammals) has been the subject of a heated debate over how

best to establish a timescale for evolutionary history. Several hy-

potheses have been proposed to explain the pattern of mamma-

lianevolution around theCretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) boundary,

each supported by different studies. The Explosive Model (Fig-

ure 1A) of placental mammal evolution suggests that most or all

of the placental radiation occurred after the K-Pg mass extinc-

tion1–3 based largely on a literal reading of the fossil record, from

which no definitive placental mammal fossils have been found

before the K-Pg boundary.4,5 However, the fossil record cannot

be read literally, as the first stratigraphic appearances of taxa do

not equate to their time of origination.6,7 The use of fossils as cal-

ibrations in molecular clock analyses allows for some interpreta-

tion of the fossil record, and the diversity of molecular clock

methods has led to different hypotheses for the timing and tempo

of the diversification of placental mammals.2 Yet, molecular clock

studies consistently estimate a pre-Paleogene origin of Placenta-

lia.1,8–11 Early strict molecular clock studies supported a

Short Fuse Model (Figure 1E) in which both Placentalia and the

placental orders are envisaged to have originated deep in the
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Cretaceous.1,12 This model lost favor with the application of

relaxed molecular clock methods, which have supported a Long

FuseModel (Figure 1D) for placental mammal evolution. This pro-

poses a Late Cretaceous origin of Placentalia but ordinal level

crown groups not originating until after the K-Pg boundary.1–3,8–10

A variation of the Long Fuse Model is the Soft Explosive Model

(Figure 1B), which posits that placental and some interordinal di-

vergences occurred in the Cretaceous, but most of the inter-

and intraordinal origination took place after the K-Pg boundary.1,2

The related Trans-K-Pg Model (Figure 1C) envisages interordinal

diversification continuing at a steady rate throughout the Late

Cretaceous and into the early Paleogene rather than the rapid ra-

diation suggested by the Soft Explosive Model.1,2,13

Part of the difficulty in establishing the timeline of placental

evolutionary history stems from the uncertainties of mammal

phylogeny. Although it is widely accepted that the placental

clades Laurasiatheria and Euarchontoglires are united to form

Boreoeutheria, there is still uncertainty in the branching order

of the clades Xenarthra, Afrotheria, and Boreoeutheria, which

impacts the estimate of the age of origin.9,14 In particular, recent

molecular clock analyses have tested numerous tree hypothe-

ses, each resulting in slightly different age estimates.9,11 The

choice of fossil calibrations and their placement in the tree can
gust 7, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 3073
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Figure 1. Patterns of placental mammal diversification

Thick purple lines are crown orders, green lines are stem orders, and black lines are stem placental families.

(A) Explosive model: all placental mammal diversification and origination occurred just after the K-Pg boundary.

(B) Soft explosive model: placental mammals originated just before the K-Pg boundary, but intraordinal diversification only occurred after the boundary.

(C) Trans-KPg model: both interordinal and intraordinal diversification occurred around the K-Pg boundary.

(D) Long fuse model: placental mammals originated in the middle of Late Cretaceous, but intraordinal diversification did not begin until after the K-Pg boundary.

(E) Short fuse model: placental origination and crown order diversification occurred during the Cretaceous.
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also have a large impact on age estimates from molecular clock

analyses, potentially leading to biases imposed before analyses

are run.15–18 Early debate was also confused by differences in

the way that molecular biologists and paleontologists defined

clades, with paleontologists focusing on crown groups and

their morphological synapomorphies, whereas molecular clock

analyses estimate the earliest point of divergence between

clades, which is beforemorphological synapomorphies were ac-

quired.19,20 This leads to a gap between the molecular diver-

gence age and the first appearance of the recognizable lineage

in the fossil record.21 This difference may contribute to the

discrepancy observed between age estimates from the fossil re-

cord and molecular data, especially if, as has been shown for

placental mammals, early crown members are difficult to distin-

guish from stem members.22,23

There have been several recent attempts to interpret the fossil

record. Stratigraphic confidence intervals make use of the strat-

igraphic range of lineages and have been used to estimate origin

ages based on the fossil record.24,25 However, it has proven diffi-

cult to account for changes in preservation potential through

time.21,25,26 Estimates of the rate of fossil preservation sug-

gested that placental orders were unlikely to have originated

much earlier than their fossil records indicate.27 However, this

method was based on the standard birth-death model that

may have unrealistic assumptions, especially for clades with

poor fossil records or where representative sampling methods

are used, in large part because there is insufficient fossil data

to distinguish between the numerous diversification scenarios

that can produce the same timetrees.28,29 Additionally, this

method relies on an accurate parameterization of the model

describing the fossil data.30–32 Many methods, including molec-

ular clock analyses, also require accurate phylogenies of the

clades analyzed, and, where there is phylogenetic variability,

competing topologies are often examined to determine the

impact of uncertainty on the age estimates.11
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Here, we present a means of estimating the origin of placental

clades and, where applicable, their time of extinction, without the

use of phylogenies or molecular data, making full use of the fossil

record. Our model uses a clade’s fossil record of diversity

through time to estimate a Brownian bridge back to when the di-

versity of the clade was one, providing an estimate for the age of

origin. This is an extension of the original Bayesian Brownian

bridge (BBB) model33 that could only estimate the age of extant

clades using extant diversity as one endpoint for the Brownian

bridge. Since the model does not use phylogeny or molecular

data, it is less susceptible to the uncertainties surrounding

mammal relationships and to uneven sampling of mammal fam-

ilies. The inclusion of extinct families allows for a comprehensive

estimate for the history of the clade.

RESULTS

Using the extended BBB model, we estimated the age for all

mammalian families with a fossil record, extant and extinct. We

first performed simulations to test the accuracy of the updated

model when estimating both origination and extinction ages

(STAR Methods). In these simulation tests, the estimated ages

of origination and extinction were unbiased, and the size of the

95%credible intervals was typically between 10–20million years

(Myr), increasing in size with decreasing numbers of fossils

(Figure 2). We then analyzed an empirical dataset of 380

placental mammal families. As expected, the size of the 95%

credible interval is typically larger for families with fewer fossils.

The estimated sampling rate at the time of origin for placental

mammals (q) ranged from 3.67e�4 to 1.64 (median of 0.162; Fig-

ure S3), and the trend parameter (a—which describes the pace

of increase of the sampling rate through time) ranged from

0.569 to 50.9 (median of 6.82; Figure S4), comparable with

values used in our simulations. The age of clades can be indi-

rectly estimated based on the oldest family within the clade,



Figure 2. Simulations of 200 datasets of extinct clades

The time of origin and time of extinction for each family are estimated accurately, and relative errors for both estimates are generally small, centered on zero and

smaller for families with an abundant fossil record. Credible intervals were typically around 20 million years in size, with the size of the credible interval for

extinction estimates tending to be smaller than that for the origin. The log variances were underestimated throughout, as observed in previous implementations of

the model.33 Estimated sampling rates and sampling trends were generally small and unbiased.
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which provides a minimum bound on the age of the clade.33 For

placental mammals, 21.3%of the families have credible intervals

that extend into the Cretaceous (Figure 3). Ten families have the

full 95% credible interval within the Cretaceous, providing high

support for a Cretaceous origin for placental mammals. These

families are from the clades Euarchontoglires (Mimotonidae, An-

agalidae, Pseudictopidae, and Purgatoriidae) and Laurasiatheria

(Hyopsodontidae, Apheliscidae, Arctocyonidae, Louisinidae,

Henricosborniidae, and Periptychidae). Purgatoriidae are stem

primates (however, see Halliday et al.5) and are, therefore, mem-

bers of crown Euarchontoglires.34 Henricosborniidae are early

diverging notoungulates35; Louisinidae are stem perissodac-

tyls36 (however, see Tabuce37 and Zack et al.38); and Arctocyo-

nidae have been interpreted as sister to Carnivora5 or placed

within Euungulata39–41; as such, all three families are members

of crown Laurasiatheria.5,35,36,42 The age estimates for these

families indicate that, out of the three major placental lineages,

at least Boreoeutheria originated within the Cretaceous.

Although many placental mammal families have poor fossil re-

cords in the Paleobiology Database (PBDB), with 39.2% having

ten or fewer individual fossils, our simulations indicate that the

extended BBB model is still able to accurately estimate the ages

of origin and extinction for poorly sampled clades (Figure S5),
with relative errors for the time of origin centered on zero, thus indi-

cating unbiased estimates. However, the size of the 95% credible

interval is more variable and can be as high as 80 Myr, indicating

that lower fossil numbers are linked with decreasing precision of

the estimates. For the placental mammal data, the maximum size

of the 95% credible interval for families with fewer than ten fossils

is 56.8 Myr; however, the median is 6.7 Myr, suggesting that

most clades yield relatively precise age estimates.

To account for the uncertainty around the age of each fossil

occurrence in the BBB model, we used random ages drawn

from the stratigraphic ranges provided by PBDB for each fossil

occurrence. Although we removed occurrences with age ranges

over 20 Myr, some still had a large age range, which may lead to

different results. First, we assessed the distribution of age ranges

within the dataset. Out of 27,323 occurrences (before the removal

of duplicate species), 2,127 had an age range between 10 and 20

Myr,whereas18,060occurrenceshadanage rangesmaller than5

Myr, suggesting that few familieswouldbepotentially impactedby

the use of random ages. To test the robustness of our approach

and quantify the effects of randomly resampling fossil ages on

the oldest placental mammals, we re-estimated the ages of the

oldest 75 families 35 times. Seven of the ten families that previ-

ously had the full 95% credible interval for the age of origin within
Current Biology 33, 3073–3082, August 7, 2023 3075



Figure 3. Clade age and extinction time estimates for placental mammal families

Each line represents a family (arranged by order and clade but without further phylogenetic information), with 95%credible intervals in colors at the root estimates

and extinction estimates (where applicable). Gray lines fill in the lineage. 93 families have credible intervals extending into the Cretaceous, but many originated

after the K-Pg boundary. For stem and crown order classifications for each family, see Data S1.
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the Cretaceous were found to have fully Cretaceous origin esti-

mates in all the additional analyses. These families (Anagalidae,

Apheliscidae, Arctocyonidae, Hyopsodontidae, Periptychidae,

Pseudictopidae, and Purgatoriidae) include crown families from

both Euarchontoglires (Purgatoriidae) and Laurasiatheria (Arcto-

cyonidae), as well as stem members of these clades.

Species-level uncertainty in the data impacts the age esti-

mates of families. To examine this, we tested fossils that have

been suggested to be Placentalia present in the Cretaceous:

Deccanolestes, Altacreodus, Protungulatum, Paleoungulatum,

and Baioconodon.43 With Deccanolestes included in the

family Adapisoriculidae,44,45 the root age is estimated to be
3076 Current Biology 33, 3073–3082, August 7, 2023
77–70 millions of years before present (Ma), whereas without

Deccanolestes, this drops to 70.2–66 Ma. This suggests that

Adapisoriculidae originated in the Cretaceous regardless of

whether Deccanolestes is included in the family. The inclusion

of Altacreodus within the family Cimolestidae,46 similarly, has

no effect on the age estimate of this family, in large part because

of other species (such as Maelestes) of a similar age to that of

Altacreodus. Paleoungulatum has been interpreted as a member

of the family Periptychidae,47 and its inclusion increases the age

of this family from 68.8–67 to 72.6–70 Ma. The other ‘‘condy-

larths’’ Protungulatum and Baioconodon are possible members

of the family Arctocyonidae, and their inclusion has little impact



Figure 4. Clade age estimate comparison:

BBB method and stratigraphic confidence

intervals

BBB estimates are shown in blue, and stratigraphic

confidence intervals25 are shown in green. Although

in many cases the estimates are similar, in some

cases the stratigraphic method estimates very large

confidence intervals. The slope of the line, which is

for visual comparison, is one.
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on the age estimate of this family, increasing it slightly from

70.9–68 to 72.8–70 Ma.

Adapisoriculidae and Cimolestidae also had family-level uncer-

tainty; Adapisoriculidae has been interpreted as non-placental eu-

therians,5 euarchontans,45,48 or afrotherians,45 whereas Cimoles-

tidae has been interpreted as either non-placental eutherians5 or

laurasiatherians.46 The age of origin for Euarchontoglires is

alreadywithin the Cretaceous based on the presence of Purgator-

iidae,whichwas estimated to have awhollyCretaceous origin; the

inclusion or exclusion of Adapisoriculidae in this clade does not

affect this conclusion. Afrotheria, however, was estimated to

originate around the K-Pg boundary, but not fully within the

Cretaceous (Figure 6); the inclusion of Adapisoriculidae means

Afrotheria originated within the Cretaceous. The Cretaceous

origin for Laurasiatheria is supported by three placental families

(Henricosborniidae, Arctocyonidae, and Louisinidae); therefore,

the inclusion or exclusion of Cimolestidae has no impact on the

conclusion of a Cretaceous origin for this clade.

We also compared the results from the extended BBB model

with confidence intervals calculated based on the stratigraphic

record.25 The age of the oldest fossil informs the minimum of

the confidence interval for the age of the family, whereas the

maximum depends on the number of fossiliferous horizons and

the size of the stratigraphic range during which the family is pre-

sent. Although minima from both the BBB method and the strat-

igraphicmethod are similar, maxima vary substantially, reflecting

the interplay between the number of fossiliferous horizons and

the size of the stratigraphic range (Figure 4).

The lineages through time plots demonstrate a rapid increase in

placentalmammal family richness in the 20Myr following the K-Pg

mass extinction, coinciding with the origin of several placental

mammal orders (Figure 5). However, ordinal origination estimates

are consistent with both a rapid post-K-Pg radiation of families

and a Cretaceous origin for most of the orders (Figures 5B

and 5C).

DISCUSSION

Simulation tests with the extended BBBmodel demonstrate that

even for families with poor fossil records (i.e., ten or fewer
Current B
individual fossils), the age of origin esti-

mates were still accurate, with relative

errors centered on zero. This demon-

strates that clades with a small number of

fossils can still be analyzed using the

BBB method. Although using more inclu-

sive taxonomic ranks such as orders would

allow for greater fossil counts in lineages, it
would also obscure the heterogeneity in lineage fossilization and

sampling rates. Instead, we use families that allow us to control

for lineage heterogeneity while still providing enough fossil

evidence.

The age of the oldest family in each clade provides an indirect

estimate for the age of the clade itself. We use the 95% credible

interval as the age range rather than focusing on the mean age

estimate; this allows for the inclusion of uncertainty into our es-

timates. Since seven placental mammal families consistently

have the entire 95% credible interval within the Cretaceous,

these provide strong support for a Cretaceous origin of Placen-

talia. These families each have a fossil representative from

�66 Ma; the presence of fossils from a diversity of lineages

just after the K-Pg boundary effectively requires a prior history

to explain their descent from a shared common ancestor. No

definitive placental mammals are found in the Cretaceous; our

sensitivity tests exploring the impact of putative Cretaceous pla-

centals demonstrate that they have no material effect on the

conclusions.

Although there is substantial correspondence between the re-

sults of the BBBmodel and the age estimates based on the strat-

igraphic confidence intervals,25 the age estimates based on the

latter can be extremely precise (approaching zero width of the

confidence interval) when the number of fossiliferous horizons

is large or extremely broad (greater than 600 Myr wide) when

the number of fossiliferous horizons is small (Figure 4). Using

the BBB model, the credible intervals are much more consis-

tently and realistically sized, with a maximum size of approxi-

mately 60 Myr. For instance, the oldest fossil in the family Palae-

omastodontidae is from approximately 33 Myr, and there are

only two fossiliferous horizons for this family. Using the strati-

graphic confidence intervals method,25 the family is estimated

to have originated 263.6–33Ma, resulting in a 230Myr 95% con-

fidence interval. Using the BBB method, the 95% credible inter-

val for the root age of the family is 36–33.3 Ma, only 4 Myr wide.

Both methods base the minimum age on the age of the oldest

fossil but estimate the maximum age considerably differently,

with the BBB method better able to handle families with scarce

fossil records. An additional benefit of this approach is that,

beyond the 95% interval, the BBB method estimates a full
iology 33, 3073–3082, August 7, 2023 3077



Figure 5. Lineages through time plot

Lineages through time were calculated by adding

and subtracting families based on their origination

and extinction times (one line for the upper 95%

highest posterior density (HPD) interval value, and

one for the lower 95% HPD interval).

(A) Lineages through the time of Mammalia, Pla-

centalia, and non-placental mammal families.

(B) Lineages through time based on the upper

boundary of the credible interval for placental

mammal orders.

(C) Lineages through time based on the lower

boundary of the credible interval for placental

mammal orders. Note that stem and crown families

were included in all orders.
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posterior distribution for clade age, which could be used directly

as a prior distribution to calibrate molecular clock analyses.

Instead of running the analysis on higher taxonomic ranks, we

can combine the posterior estimates of the root ages for all fam-

ilies within a clade to obtain another indirect estimate of the age

of theclade itself, calculating theprobability thatat leastone family

originated in the Cretaceous. Of the eighteen placental mammal

total group orders examined here, Primates has 100% support

for aCretaceousorigin, supportedby thepresenceof ‘‘plesiadapi-

form’’ families, such as Purgatoriidae, around the K-Pg boundary.

Eulipotyphla, Lagomorpha, andCarnivora showhigh support for a

Cretaceous origin, whereas the remaining clades have less than

50% support for a Cretaceous origin. Cingulata, Afrosoricida,
3078 Current Biology 33, 3073–3082, August 7, 2023
Macroscelidea, Proboscidea, Rodentia,

Chiroptera, Artiodactyla, Pholidota, and

Perissodactyla overlap the K-Pg boundary,

and Pilosa, Tubulidentata, Hyracoidea, and

Sirenia likely originated after the K-Pg

boundary (Figure 6). The age estimate

for Scandentia is based on a single family,

Tupaiidae, and suggests a post-K-Pg

origin for this group. This indicates that,

although Placentalia likely originated in

the Late Cretaceous, the majority of

orders likely originated around or after the

K-Pg boundary, possibly coinciding with

the Paleocene-Eocene thermal maximum

(PETM)49,50 (Figures 5 and 6).

Molecular clock analyses
In general, the results of the BBB analyses

are consistent with those of recent molecu-

lar clock estimates, with substantially over-

lapping credible intervals (Figure 6). Out of

23 clades from recent molecular clock ana-

lyses (Figure 6), 12 have overlapping cred-

ible intervals compared with the total group

BBB analysis, suggesting strong agree-

ment in the age estimates. Of the 10 that

do not overlap, many are estimated to be

older under BBB model, which may reflect

the use of total group clades rather than

crown group clades. Placentalia and crown
Pilosa are the only clades estimated to be younger based on the

BBB results. The order Pilosa (sloths and anteaters) has a sub-

stantially younger age estimate using the BBBmethod compared

withmolecular clock estimates: the combined posterior estimates

for pilosan families suggest a 44–30.7Maorigin for the total group,

whereas recent molecular clock analyses have consistently

placed the origin for the crown clade at 60–50Ma.4,9–11 Molecular

clock analyses commonly use Pseudoglyptodon chilensis, inter-

preted as sister group to all other sloths, as the fossil calibration

for Pilosa, providing a minimum age of 31.2 Ma for the crown

clade.9,51,52 Pseudoglyptodon chilensis was included in our anal-

ysis in the family Pseudoglyptodontidae53 (however, note that the

PBDB has a slightly different age range from that used by the



Figure 6. Age estimate comparisons

Comparison of the combined posterior estimates for the total groups, the latest molecular clock analyses,9–11 the oldest family under the BBB method, and the

oldest crown (typically extant) family under the BBB method. Significant overlap exists between the BBB estimates and the molecular clock analysis results for

many of the clades.
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recent molecular analysis9), but, despite this, the root age of the

clade did not reach the age suggested by molecular clock ana-

lyses. This could be a consequence of the broad uncertainty in

the fossil calibrations used to constrain the age of Pilosa and

the clades that encompass it. This highlights not only the chal-

lenge of defining maximum constraints in fossil calibrations but

also the possibility that the BBB model may be used as a basis

for objectively establishing both minimum and maximum con-

straints for downstream molecular clock studies. Alternatively, it

could be the result of molecular clock analyses being based on

more than just fossil occurrence data, including estimated substi-

tution rates and their heterogeneity across branches.

Although the BBB model is independent of phylogeny, it is not

independent of the taxonomic affinity of the fossils used, and

changes to interpretation of key fossils will impact the estimated

ages of clades. However, changes to fossil interpretations are

easily implemented in the BBB model and do not necessitate a

complete re-analysis of all data. Rather, only the relevant families

and clades need to be updated and analyzed following changes
to fossil affinities. This greater flexibility lends itself well to

analyzing the ever-changing mammal phylogeny.

Implications for understanding mammal evolution
The estimates of origination and extinction inform our under-

standing of placental mammal evolutionary history. Since our

extended BBB model allows the analysis of extinct families

that are lost to molecular data, it facilitates the inference of a

more complete evolutionary history than is possible with molec-

ular clock methods. Our results find high support for a Late

Cretaceous origin for placental mammals, with at least seven

families definitively originating within the Cretaceous. These

seven families can be placed within Placentalia, but none can

be placed within ordinal crown groups. Deciphering the origina-

tion of orders is more complicated, with support for either the

Long Fuse Model or the Soft Explosive Model (Figure 5).2,3,8

The upper boundary of the credible intervals for each root age

estimate supports the Long Fuse Model, with an origin for crown

orders in the Late Cretaceous (Figure 5B). However, the
Current Biology 33, 3073–3082, August 7, 2023 3079
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lower boundary of the credible intervals supports the Soft Explo-

sive Model, with orders originating at or just after the K-Pg

boundary, with a Cretaceous origin for Placentalia and a radia-

tion around the PETM49,50 (Figure 5C). The Explosive Model

can effectively be excluded, given the strong evidence for

placental mammal families from Laurasiatheria and Euarchonto-

glires originating in the Cretaceous. Neither Xenarthra nor Afro-

theria have families definitively originating within the Cretaceous,

but the combined posterior estimates for both clades suggest an

origin around the K-Pg boundary, in agreement with recent mo-

lecular clock analyses9 (Figure 6). The family Adapisoriculidae

has been interpreted as afrotherians,45 which, if confirmed,

would result in a definitive Cretaceous origin for Afrotheria as

well. At the PETM, non-placental mammals may have experi-

enced greater numbers of extinctions than placental mammals

(Figure 5A). Out of the placental mammals, Primates and Roden-

tia show some increased extinctions at the PETM (Figure 3), but

many orders experienced family origination at and just after

the PETM.

Since the BBB model does not use molecular data or a

phylogenetic framework, the model is independent of the as-

sumptions of molecular clocks and less subject to uncertainties

in mammalian phylogenetic relationships. Molecular clock ana-

lyses typically first establish the phylogenetic tree that will be

used in the divergence time estimation, jointly estimate both

divergence times and tree topologies,4,10,12 or run the analysis

on several competing topologies and compare the results.9,11

This is not necessary when using the BBB model, which re-

quires no phylogenetic input. The BBB model is dependent

on accurate taxonomic classification, but each family is run

independently of each other, which allows for changes to fossil

interpretations to be implemented easily and without requiring

the re-analysis of the entire dataset. Any changes to clade clas-

sification only affect how the clade ages are grouped together

and summarized, and changes to fossil classification require

only the re-analysis of the affected families. On the other

hand, a phylogeny can provide additional useful information

about clade age, and future BBB developments could aim to

incorporate clade relationships in their estimates. This could

be achieved with a joint analysis of different clades with age

constraints established by sister-clade relationships.

Despite the lack of fossils of definitive placental mammals in

the Cretaceous, our interpretation of the fossil record based on

the BBB model is in accordance with molecular clock estimates

showing a Cretaceous origin for the clade. Our results are also

compatible with independent predictions that fossils of early

placentals would be difficult to distinguish from stem placen-

tals.22 The ever-growing availability of digitized fossil data,

coupled with robust statistical inference of clade age and its

inherent uncertainties, is instrumental to tackling the challenge

of inferring the origin and evolution of the main branches of the

tree of life.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Fossil data This study Data S2

Modern species data This study Data S3

BBB Results This study Data S1

Raw fossil data The Paleobiology Database/this study Data S4

Output log files This study https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23268524

Software and algorithms

rootBBB model This study https://github.com/dsilvestro/rootBBB;

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23268524
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Emily Carlisle (emmy.

carlisle@gmail.com).

Data and code availability

d The results of the BBB analysis for mammal families can be found in Data S1. For each family is reported the number of extant

species (N_extant), the number of fossils (N_fossils), the age of the oldest fossil (oldest_fossil) and the age of the youngest fossil

(youngest_fossil). The results from the BBBmodel are provided as root age estimate (root_est) and lower and upper 95% cred-

ible intervals (root_lower, root_upper); extinction age estimate (ext_est) and lower and upper 95% credible intervals (ext_lower,

ext_upper); the sampling rate (q_est, q_lower, q_upper); the trend parameter (a_est, a_lower, a_upper); and the Brownian

bridge rate (sig2_est, sig2_lower, sig2_upper). Clade assignments for each family are listed in order of broadest to narrowest,

and whether the family is stem or crown at order level is provided. We also provide the number of horizons, the stratigraphic

range (strat_range), and the alpha used to estimate the stratigraphic confidence intervals for each family (marsh_origin_lower,

marsh_origin_upper, marsh_ext_lower, marsh_ext_upper). Note that the number of extant species may be higher due to the

inclusion of recently extinct species from the first time bin, and that the number of fossils records diversity through time not

abundance. Data S2 provides the fossil occurrences through time, binned into 1-million-year time bins, used in the analysis.

Modern diversity numbers for each family are provided in Data S3, and the raw data from the Paleobiology Database is in

Data S4. Output files for each family from the BBB analyses can be found at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23268524.

d All original code implementing the BBB model has been deposited on Figshare at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.

23268524 and is publicly available as of the date of publication.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The most recent version of the BBB model can be found at https://github.com/dsilvestro/rootBBB. The version used in this analysis

can be found on Figshare at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23268524.

METHOD DETAILS

The Bayesian Brownian Bridge model
The BBB model, applied to clades with living descendants, assumes that the diversity of a clade follows a random walk, modelled

through a Brownian bridge, constrained at the origin (where the diversity is one) and the present-day diversity. Molecular clock

models typically describe the diversification history of a clade using a birth-death process and estimating speciation and extinction

rates (e.g. Zhang et al.31 and Wright54). In contrast the BBBmodel simulates diversity trajectories, resulting from an unknown under-

lying speciation and extinction process, that are compatible with both the fossil record and the present diversity of the clade. Rather

than attempting to estimate the single best fitting trajectory, this framework integrates across a wide range of plausible diversification
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histories based on random walks, thus accounting for different scenarios such as linear or exponential diversity increase, wax and

wane, and various degrees of fluctuations in species richness (see Figure 1 in Silvestro et al.33). Themodel uses two input datasets: a

vector of sampled diversity of the clade through time based on the number of species known from the fossil record, and present-day

species richness. The model estimates the time of origin of the clade, the variance of the Brownian bridge, describing how rapidly

diversity can change through time, and the parameters modelling the sampling probability through time.

The vector of sampled diversity is assigned to pre-defined time bins, here set to 1 million years in duration to accommodate the

resolution needed to examine families near the present. In our datasets, many of the bins had zero sampled species due the incom-

pleteness of the fossil record. The model uses data augmentation to generate vectors of unknown true diversity between the esti-

mated point of origin and the present-day diversity.33 This is further conditioned such that (i) the clade cannot go extinct before

the present, even if there are no fossils in the intervening time bins, and (ii) the estimated true diversity cannot drop below the sampled

diversity in any time bin. Themodel can accommodate increasing sampling rates in the fossil record towards the present21,55 and the

resulting low sampling rates near the origin of a clade.56 This is achieved through the inclusion of a parameter modelling an expo-

nential increase in sampling rate as a function of time, with the magnitude of this exponential increase estimated by the model.

Althoughmore complexmodels of sampling rate heterogeneity are possible, they would not be applicable to clades with scarce fossil

records.33

Originally applied to angiosperms,33 the model only estimated the age of extant families, using the modern diversity as one

endpoint for the Brownian bridge. Although this had little impact on the estimated age of angiosperms, for which every fossil is placed

into an extant family, this would result in the loss of many extinct placental mammals that inform the early evolutionary history of the

clade. Here we extend the model to the analysis of extinct clades. We add a parameter that models the unknown time of extinction

with diversity constrained to zero and estimate it within the time range spanning from themost recent fossil to the present. As a result,

the model jointly estimates the times of clade origination and extinction, the variance of the Brownian bridge, and the parameters

quantifying the sampling rate and its temporal change. To validate the use of the extended BBB model with extinct taxa, we used

simulations.

Testing the use of the Bayesian Brownian Bridge model with extinct families
The BBBmodel was previously validated to ascertain how accurate its estimates of clade ages are.33 However, with the inclusion of

extinct clades into themodel, new validation tests were required. Manymammal families are extinct and some of these represent the

earliest placental mammals; accurately estimating the ages of origin and extinction of these families is important for understanding

mammal evolutionary history. To validate the extended model, we simulated 200 datasets of extinct families with a clade age

randomly sampled from a uniform distribution torigin � U[100, 600] Ma and a time of extinction sampled from a uniform distribution

textinction � U[10, 0.9 * torigin] Ma. Analyses were run on a time-increasing rate model with different sampling rates drawn randomly for

each time bin,33 with a mean rate of �0.0067, i.e. about one in 150 lineages is expected to leave a fossil record in a time bin, on

average. A random sample of the time bins were assigned a sampling rate of zero to simulate gaps in the fossil record. We analysed

the simulated datasets through 50,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations to obtain posterior samples of the BBB model

parameters. We used the posterior mean and 95% credible intervals of the estimated clade age and time of extinction to assess the

accuracy of the estimations against the true generating values, which we quantified as relative errors: (xestimated – xtrue) / xtrue.

In the 200 simulated datasets, estimates of the ages of origin and extinction were unbiased under the updated BBB model (Fig-

ure 2), with relative errors centred around zero (root absolute mean of 0.023, standard deviation of 0.024; extinction absolute mean of

0.065, standard deviation of 0.103). The size of the 95% credible intervals is centred on 10-20 million years (Myr) in length, with larger

intervals associated with datasets with fewer fossils, as anticipated. The log variances were slightly underestimated throughout, but

the estimated times of origin remained unbiased around zero (Figure S1). The estimated sampling rates (q) ranged from 0.006 to 1.325

(median of 0.056, standard deviation of 0.146; Figure S3) and the trend parameter (a) ranged from 0.0498 to 73.205 (mean of 2.07,

standard deviation of 6.495; Figure S4). The average number of time binswith zero sampled diversity was 51.31%,with amaximumof

88.24% and aminimum of 15.17% (Figure S2). Simulations were extended up to 600Ma, long before mammals are expected to have

originated, to assess the model’s accuracy for both young and old clades.

The simulation tests demonstrate that the model is accurate at estimating both the true origin and true extinction ages even when

the fossil record is poor (Figure S5), and the underestimation of the true variances of the clades does not have a biasing effect on the

time of origin.33 Given this, the model is suitable for estimating the extinction and origination age of placental mammals, many of

which have poor fossil records especially at the origin of the clade.

Applying the Bayesian Brownian Bridge to interpret the mammalian fossil record
The model was applied to an empirical dataset of 539 mammal families, of which 380 were placental mammals and the rest marsu-

pials, monotremes and extinct basal mammals. A total of 22,381 fossils were used, of which 19,443 were placental mammal fossils

(Data S2 and S3). The data were downloaded from the Paleobiology Database (PBDB) on 3 August 2022 and are available in Data S2

and S4. We conducted the analysis at family level (i.e., estimating the age of each family based on the diversity of species through

time) as this represents the smallest rank that provides enough fossil data to be analysed while still allowing for different sampling

rates among lineages.33 The data were cleaned by removing any species that did not have an assigned family, any fossil occurrences

(i.e. fossils from the same collection) without an assigned species, and any fossil occurrences with an age range of greater than

20million years, which were deemed to be too uncertain to be included. Trace fossils were also excluded from the dataset. Extensive
e2 Current Biology 33, 3073–3082.e1–e3, August 7, 2023
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manual checks of the fossil occurrences were performed to ensure good quality data, and records that were updated were also cor-

rected on the PBDB. Out of the initial download of 61,100 records for all of Mammalia, 38,719 were removed primarily due to being

duplicate species within the same time bin, but some were removed because of age uncertainty (age ranges greater than 20 million

years) or inaccuracies in classification data. The age of each collection was randomly drawn from the age range supplied by PBDB,

and each fossil species from the same collection was assigned that age. Duplicate species within the same time bin were removed.

The data were binned into 1-million-year time bins and each family was analysed independently using the BBB model for 1,000,000

iterations or until it reached convergence. Modern species numbers for extant families were from Burgin et al.57 (Data S3). The model

and output files from the analyses can be found at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23268524. We examined the results in Tracer

v.1.7.1 to confirm convergence, quantified through an effective sampling size (ESS) greater than 100, and lineages through time plots

were created using the 95% credible intervals around the times of origination and, if applicable, extinction for each family.

To compare with other interpretations of the fossil record, a confidence interval for each family was calculated based on the strat-

igraphic range, using equations from Marshall et al.25 This method uses the number of fossiliferous horizons as well as the strati-

graphic range between the youngest and oldest horizons to calculate the confidence interval for the age of origin. It can also be

applied to the age of extinction24,25 The number of fossiliferous horizons for each family was calculated based on the number of

unique collections on PBDB. Confidence intervals were calculated for both root ages and extinction ages (where extinct) using

the equations in Marshall et al.25

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Details of statistical analyses can be found in the results and STARMethodsDetails.We assessed the convergence of the BBBmodel

using Tracer v1.7.1 and following the methodology in Silvestro et al.33 Correlation coefficients for Figures S3 and S4 were calculated

in R using the stat_cor() function from the package tidyverse.
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